CHAPTER 8

A Contextualized Presentation of the Gospel in Thai Society

Alan R. Johnson

Introduction

Protestant missionaries first came to Thailand in 1828 and have worked without interruption to the present. However, the response to the message of the Gospel has been disturbingly slow when contrasted to the amount of time missionaries have been in the country and to the amount of effort expended in bringing the Gospel to the Thai people. There is no doubt that the Church in Thailand is growing. The latest edition of Operation World by Patrick Johnstone estimates adherents to Christianity to be 1.62% of the population now.¹ This breaks down to .42% Catholic and 1.18% Protestant. This is a significant community of almost 1 million people in a total population of just over 61 million. However, a large number of the Christian population is found among tribal peoples meaning that the actual percentage among Thai people is still quite low. Alex Smith
found the following comment from a missionary to Thailand nearly one hundred years ago to be expressive of the feelings of many who have struggled to make Christ known in this land, “I believe there is no country more open to unrestrained missionary effort than Siam, but I believe that there can hardly be a country in which it is harder to make an impression.”

Reasons for this difficulty in gaining a response to the Gospel have been discussed in detail by Smith in his book *Siamese Gold*, which focuses on the history of the Christian movement in Thailand to the end of the 1970s through a church growth lens. Smith points out that the obstacles include not only problems related to the Thai religion and culture but also to missionary methods and practices. Tom Wisely, in his doctoral dissertation at Fuller Theological Seminary, reviews the work of a number of the researchers on the growth of the church in Thailand and concludes that Protestant Christianity is a struggling religious minority and that “one of the major factors for its slow growth and its continuing struggle is its westernity” inevitably, however, discussion regarding the resistance of the Thai to the Gospel returns to the fact that Thailand presents unique difficulties since it is

one of the few countries where Theravada Buddhism has traditionally been all but de rigueur and Buddhist concepts inform the speech and thought-forms and feelings of the great majority, if not all of Thai society.

Although there are a number of factors involved in creating the feeling among the Thai that Christianity is foreign and the religion of the white man, the tremendous influence of Theravada Buddhism undoubtedly carries a great deal of weight in the matter. It becomes obvious that if we are to avoid, as Frances Hudgins calls it, “reciting conundrums” to our Thai listeners, then we must endeavor to contextualize our message so that the mind steeped in Buddhist thought and culture can begin to understand.
least part of their lack of response is a rejection of the linguistic and stylistic wrapping in which missionaries and local Christians have presented the message. When the “wrapping” makes no sense, it keeps them from ever getting to the gift of the Good News inside.

Learning to wrap the message in a way that makes sense to local people is a part of the broader task known as contextualization. Hesselgrave and Rommen define contextualization as the attempt to communicate the message of the person, works, Word, and will of God in a way that is faithful to God’s revelation and that is meaningful to respondents in their respective cultural and existential contexts. This is both verbal and nonverbal and has to do with theologizing, Bible translation, interpretation and application, incarnational lifestyle, evangelism, Christian instruction, church planting and growth, church organization, worship style, and all the elements of what it means to be a community of faith in this world. This contextualization model takes seriously the message of the Bible as well as that of culture, and attempts to communicate the supra-cultural message in a way that is relevant to the hearer. Stephen Bevans calls this the “translation” model, which is an application of the principles of dynamic equivalence translation theory to the doing of theology.

Endeavoring to do this kind of dynamic equivalence theologizing is an arduous task, which must be undertaken by a wide variety of workers both local and expatriate over an extended period of time. The purpose of this paper is to make a small contribution to this broader task in the specific area of contextualizing the communication of the Gospel message.

The material developed here grows out of hundreds of conversations with Thai people for over 16 years and reflects my interest in training Thai Christians in sharing their faith with their Buddhist neighbors. There are two assumptions that guide me in the development of this project. The first is that in sharing the Gospel, we need an approach where dialogue can take place, questions can be asked, and answers attempted. This is because, in my experience, a large part of the sharing of our faith is first the correcting of misunderstandings before one can move to the heart of the message. A canned approach that consists of a monologue may be politely listened to, but it does not create room for building true understanding. Second, it is my conviction that local Christians need to have a flexible track to run on when sharing the Gospel. This track provides a coherent sequence whereby a person can present and illustrate key points of the Gospel in a single conversation or over many meetings. The track allows for multiple entry points, the chance to ask questions and yet provides a way to share the message in a way that makes sense and has logical consistency.

I will begin with an examination of the religious context of Thai society consisting of a brief overview of classical Buddhism, a look at the broad religious context of Thailand, and a discussion of how Buddhism is integrated into Thai life. I then illustrate what the Gospel message sounds like to the ears of a Thai Buddhist listener. The final section develops some starting points to share the Gospel and the looks in some detail at each of the major points of the Gospel message.

The Religious Context of Thai Society

This section will begin with an examination of the major tenets of Theravada Buddhism, and then look in overview fashion at the belief systems present in the country and some of common conceptions people have about religion. The final part will study the actual practice of Buddhism in Thailand.

The Basic Tenets of Theravada Buddhism

The essence of Buddhism is found in the four Noble Truths, which Siddhartha Guatama discovered when he received
enlightenment. The term “Buddha” is a title and means one who is enlightened. Following the three principal transmission routes as Buddhism expanded out of India, there are today three major streams of Buddhism. The form of Buddhism followed in Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia is known as Hinayana (The Smaller Vehicle) or Theravada (The Way of the Elders). It is considered to be the stricter version that aligns itself most closely with the teaching and practice of the Buddha during his lifetime.

The First Noble Truth

The first of these truths concerns suffering or dukkha. All existence is marked by suffering, the cycle of birth, death, and decay. All unpleasantness, sorrow, pain, and being separated from the pleasant is dukkha. In order to better understand the nature of suffering, we must look at the nature of reality as explained by the Buddha. There are three characteristics of all existence: anicca, which speaks of impermanence, dukkha, and anatta, which means no soul or no self. Thus in Buddhist thinking, all sentient beings are merely bundles of aggregates, khanda, that are impermanent and constantly changing. “To the Buddhists, separate individual existence is really a fiction.”

The Second Noble Truth

This background then leads to the Second Noble Truth concerning the cause of suffering, which is desire or tanha. Tanha is the desire for existence, the desire to preserve self (which really does not exist), and the desire for things. This desire is caused by avijja, or ignorance. When people are ignorant of the nature of reality as expressed in the three characteristics of existence and ignorant of the First Noble Truth, then a desire for existence arises, and this desire creates karma (Thai-kam).

Karma is a rather complicated concept that is variously understood within the framework of Buddhism. However, in its most basic sense, karma means action, which can be good or bad or neutral, but which produces a reaction. Wan Petchsongkram notes that karma causes one to be born, it reinforces by making good deeds better and evil worse, it acts as a barrier by standing in the way either positively or negatively of the apparent course of one’s life, and it can cause reversal of one’s circumstances. Thus it is karma that causes one to be caught in an endless cycle of rebirths and the consequent suffering. As an unchanging law of cause and effect, karma cannot be escaped; one will always be paid back, for both good deeds and bad, at some point in this life or in future lives.

The Third Noble Truth

The Third Noble Truth has to do with the cessation of suffering. When one is freed from the cycle of rebirths and of suffering by extinguishing desire, one enters Nirvana (Pali: nibbana; Thai: nippaen). “Nirvana is cessation, extinction, and detachment, but not only that, it is unconditioned and uncompounded, and it is stopping or eliminating causation.”

The Fourth Noble Truth

The Fourth Noble Truth deals with the path to salvation, the cessation of suffering. Known as the Noble Eightfold Path, this consists of right understanding, right intention, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, mindfulness, and concentration. This state is attainable by one’s own efforts through renouncing the world and following this path. Meditation plays an important role in following the path and in renouncing the world. As it is practiced, there are two stages: kammatthana and vipassana. The first form helps in creating detachment and understanding the impermanence of everything, while
From *vipassana* arises wisdom...and when this wisdom comes we are able to relinquish our grasp on everything. We can cut ourselves off from the world for we are not any longer intoxicated with it.\textsuperscript{21}

In this state, ignorance and desire have been destroyed and attachment has been broken so that one can enter *nibbana*.\textsuperscript{22}

**Overview of Religion in Thailand**

A. Thomas Kirsch points out that there are three basic subsystems that make up what he calls Thai religion.\textsuperscript{23} This consists of Theravada Buddhism, Brahmanism, and animism.\textsuperscript{24} Kirsch notes that these three subsystems are, “functionally specialized so that they mutually support each other and rarely conflict.”\textsuperscript{25} John Davis says that Asian Theravardians see no inconsistency between an organic Animistic world view with its multitudinous gods and spirits, and a mechanistic Buddhist world view; they marry conveniently and live harmoniously together.\textsuperscript{26}

In addition to these three subsystems, there is a continuum of practice within Buddhism itself.\textsuperscript{27} There are intellectual Buddhists who emphasize the philosophical aspects, liberal Buddhists who try to conform Buddhism to modern life, folk Buddhists who practice traditional Buddhism in its modified animistic form, and nominal Buddhists, who consider themselves Buddhist by virtue of being Thai but do not participate in Buddhist practices or ceremonies.

For those who practice Buddhism at least to some degree, it is useful to think in terms of a continuum with *nippanistic* Buddhists on one end and karmatic Buddhists on the other. *Nippan* is the Thai term for *Nirvana*, the state that one enters upon breaking out of the cycle of rebirth. There are relatively few *nippanistic* Buddhists who are seriously endeavoring to follow the Eightfold Path of classical Buddhism. The majority of the practitioners can be considered karmatic Buddhists for whom the essence of their religious practice is the collecting of good merit in order to be reborn into a better state in the future. Here the focus is not so much upon the actual practice of Buddhism as on the ritual elements of making merit. For these people, the goal of liberation from their karma to reach *Nirvana* is too difficult and impractical, given the demands of daily life. The goal of bettering their karma through making merit via a variety of means becomes the core of their practice. This is the orientation of the folk Buddhist, mixing both Buddhist and animistic practice without any sense of incompatibility.

In discussing with a Thai Buddhist monk this issue of the compatibility of animistic shrine behavior with classical Buddhist doctrine, the explanation was couched in terms of the “strength” of a person’s belief and understanding of truth. A strong person can walk up steps without any help, but a weaker person needs to use a railing. For those who can see the truth of the *dhamma* there is no need for animistic practices, but for other people who are not yet at that point to be able to understand the truth, the “railing” of spirit shrines and such beliefs is helpful.

There are two final points that are important to consider when looking at the religious context of Thai society. First, the Thai equate being Thai with being a Buddhist. They make a connection between nationality and religion. This is a major factor in their view that Christianity is a foreign religion and a stumbling-block in their understanding of the Christian religion. Their assumption is that all “white” people, like Europeans and Americans, are Christian and that everything they see in tourists and through media represent Christian values and behavior.

A second point is that Thais maintain the view that all religions are equally good because they teach us to be good people (*thuk sasana di muan gan sawn hai rao ben khon di*). Nearly every witnessing conversation I have ever been involved in has begun and ended with this saying. What is interesting is that although this is
verbalized frequently when Thais come into contact with people of other religions, they do not mean by it that they completely believe in the true relativity of all religion. First, this saying seems to be a way for them to politely respond to the encounter with those of another religion in a face-saving and calm manner that avoids any tension of opposing beliefs. The reality is that they do not want their children or a relative or their own people to change their religion to another supposedly equally good option. Equality of religion is espoused, but it does not mean people feel that they should be able to choose freely among the different options. To be Thai is to be a Buddhist. Second, I have both read things written by monks and spoken with people who will use this saying and at the same time show their belief that Buddhism is the “real” truth by reinterpretting Christianity in Buddhist terms.

**The Practice of Buddhism in Thailand**

As can be seen from the discussion in the previous section, there is a wide range of belief and practice among those who call themselves Buddhists. In this section I want to examine how Thais in general approach their Buddhist faith. These remarks are of necessity an oversimplification and generalization, but they are indicative of broad patterns found in Thai society.

The first point that must be made is that Thais on the whole have a limited knowledge of philosophical Buddhism. I have seen a government study that came out some years ago indicating that 75% of the people in Bangkok have never been to a temple. Suntaree Komin’s research on Thai values showed that people in the city showed increased activity at spirit shrines and less of a connection to temple activities. Secondly, as mentioned above, there is a strong animistic influence in Thai religion. In a practical sense, this means that the chief concern of many is not how to follow in detail the tenets of philosophical Buddhism, but rather how to properly relate to the spirit world so as to gain help, peace, power, and other tangible benefits in the present life. Third, a survey has shown that for Thai farmers, their main concern was about money and personal security and not religious perfection. Another survey done among converts in central Thailand showed that for 53% the love of God was a significant factor in their conversion (with 25% making it the primary cause). This shows that for a large number of people, the deep human needs of love, acceptance, and security take precedence over the doctrinal considerations, which make the love of God a stumbling block for the strict Buddhist. Finally, the hope of Nirvana is for most people very far off and not a practical reality.

What then precisely are the “core” beliefs that Thais in general understand from their Buddhist background? Most would probably agree that playing a central role are the concepts of karma, merit (bun), and particularly the making of merit (tam bun) in order to improve one’s lot both in this life and in following existences. Kirsch also argues that reincarnation is a key concept as it relates to the concept of karma with its accumulation of rewards and punishments that are worked out over many lifetimes. If many people do not completely understand the Four Noble Truths, they do probably understand (from their own personal experience) that life has suffering and that there is a cause and effect relationship in all of this. The common man also has some concept of the necessity to keep the moral precepts, which are a part of the Buddha’s teaching. In the lower level of the dhamma, these precepts are embodied in the five prohibitions (sil ha). These prohibitions are certainly not always kept, but at the least they provide a common moral framework, which everyone understands, and give people an understanding of wrongdoing that centers on the actual committing of an evil deed or act.

In a practical sense, people are interested in bettering their present lives or succeeding ones by the collection of merit and the avoidance of demerit (baab). The other-worldly aspects of true
Buddhism, though expressed through Buddhist ritual and understood at least to a degree by the general populace, tend to be pursued only by those who are older and who have the time to expend in religious pursuits. Those who have families and jobs are tied to this-world concerns and often only have time to give to the gaining of merit through ritual means.

Hearing the Gospel through Thai Buddhist Ears

As I began to understand the influence of Buddhist thought in the decoding of the Gospel message as we typically encode it in the Thai language, I realized that even though my Thai friends were not usually voicing their objections or misunderstandings, every point of the Gospel would raise questions or create confusion based on their worldview. This is why often times a Gospel presentation is a “reciting of conundrums” to the Theravada Buddhist.

In this section I want to illustrate briefly what the traditional points of the Gospel message as encoded in Thai “sound” like to a Thai Buddhist listener. For the purpose of this example I will use the format popularized by the Four Spiritual Laws tract, a style that has been translated and used widely in Thailand in numerous different witnessing tools. I am not picking out every possible objection or point of confusion; rather, I am simply highlighting major areas that are most definitely issues.

“God loves you”

There are two issues that come to the front immediately when we start to talk about God and his love for us. First, there is the whole concept of God. Buddha did not deny there could be deity; rather, he indicated that it was not an important consideration. The worldview behind this is that all beings are part of a karmatic continuum and thus all are in need of being freed from the karmatic cycle. In Thai we have difficulty because there is no single word that expresses the idea of God who is creator and over all. Normally we use two terms put together, phra and jao. Phra is a word with a wide range of use and is used as a prefix for numerous words. By itself, the term can mean lord, god, priest, and Buddha image. As a prefix it can be used in a conferred title, as a title placed before kings, things associated with royalty, divinities, objects of worship, and sacred places and things. Thus there are numerous common terms with the phra prefix: phrajan (moon), phraatit (sun), phrasong (monk), phrajaopaeandin (the king). The term jao means a prince, ruler, or holy being. Today when Thais hear the compounded term phrajao, the common understanding is that this refers to the phra (god) of the farang (white people). So the word phrajao does not popularly convey the idea of the living creator God of the universe.

The second problem comes when we talk about God loving us. The Four Noble Truths remind us that the path to being freed from suffering is to extinguish all desire. Thus it is a value to be cool-hearted, and the separation of the monk from all worldly things is seen as the ideal. For God to love means that he is hot, involved and still connected with the desire that keeps the cycle of rebirth happening. This means that God is awicha (ignorant), because he does not understand that suffering is caused by desire.

“Man is separated from God because of sin”

The concept of sin in Scripture takes on its meaning in the context of a relationship with the living, personal God who is our maker and to whom we are responsible and owe our obedience. The Thai word we must use at this point is baab, which carries the idea of sin in the sense of demerit. There is no sense of guilt because there is no one to be guilty toward. Baap contrasts with bun (merit), and the goal becomes to have more bun than baap.
Thais, for the most part, see sin as embodied in an evil deed or act. *Baab* also is used in contrast to merit in the sense of demerit and does not carry as strong of a connotation as the biblical concept of sin as being an offense against God. Nor is there anything in Buddhist belief to convey the idea that we commit sin because we are sinners, born with sin. The typical idea is that sin can be expressed through the body and the heart, and that if it is not an overt act, then it does not really count as sin.42

There is also no concept of a sin nature, where people commit acts of sin because they are sinful by nature. Thais will say that humans are basically good but it is through *awich* (ignorance), lack of education, and bad models that they become bad. There seems to be the general feeling that if people had the right opportunities in life they would be good and moral and follow the dhamma.

*“Jesus died on a cross to forgive your sin”*

In a worldview with karma—the law of cause and effect—at the center, and where all evil deeds will be inexorably paid back in some life, a person who is given the cruel death of crucifixion by the government at a young age is very suspect. It is obvious to a Thai person that Jesus must have committed serious wrong in a previous life in order to have that happen.

*“Put your faith in Christ”*

When we conclude by saying the wonderful gift that God has given us, eternal life, is received by faith, this again creates tension with Buddhist doctrine. In the first place, in the Buddhist worldview, people have eternal life and are trying to break out of the suffering that it entails to the state of nirvana where there is no more rebirth. Secondly, the Buddha said that one must *pungtwaeang* (depend upon yourself). There is no other who can help you.

Conclusion

This brief exercise reveals why we so often do not make any sense to Thai listeners when we share the Gospel. The terms that we are compelled to use have a radically different meaning than what we are intending. There are vast conceptual differences as well, relating in particular to the idea of a living and personal God versus impersonal karma. We cannot assume simply because people listen politely and do not object that it means the same understanding is being created in the receptor as in the message sender. When we take into account the worldview, beliefs, and assumptions of Thai listeners it demands that we contextualize the message in order to create an understanding that is in line with the biblical message.

**A Contextualized Gospel Message for Thai Buddhists**

The previous section shows that the Gospel as it is usually explained has a very foreign ring to the Thai listener. I now want to make some tentative suggestions as to how we can work to reduce this sense of foreignness and weave into a presentation of the Good News answers to some of the questions that are naturally raised by our listeners. In this final major section I will examine entry points for sharing the Gospel and look in detail at each major point with suggestions on how to use terms and illustrations are meaningful to Thai listeners.

One of the primary sources that I have utilized in this is Wan Petchsongkram’s *Talks in the Shade of the Bo Tree*. Wan spent eight years as a Buddhist monk before becoming a Christian. He currently serves as the senior pastor of the Rom Glao Church. The book was developed from the translation of taped lectures in Thai to a group of Christian leaders back in 1972. The purpose was to look at popular Buddhism and suggest “guidelines for presenting the Christian message to the Thai Buddhist in terms which he would find intelligible.”43 As a new missionary, Wan’s material helped me both
understand Buddhism and see new ways to experiment with sharing the message in Thai society.

Two principles are foundational to the process of message contextualization. The first is that if we are going to make the Gospel presentation itself more understandable we have to be able to “hear” what they hear from our communication and build into it in advance answers to objections and questions that naturally arise. My experience has been that very rarely will Thais voice their objections or questions in the context of a witnessing encounter. The fact that they do not verbalize these things does not mean they are not there. So the goal here is to anticipate the problem areas where the Christian message, as couched in the terms available for us in Thai, creates some sense of confusion or question in the minds of the listeners. Rather than bringing these points of difference out in a confrontational fashion, it is better to provide the clarification right in the presentation itself.

A second point is that this process of message contextualization can only take place if we are willing to utilize Thai terms and concepts and invest them with new and higher meanings. The justification for doing this can be found in the New Testament itself, where Greek words like *agape* and *euangelion* were taken from the local context and invested with new meaning to show what God had done through Christ. Filbeck argues that in the process of communication, there is something behind and deeper that forms the foundation for the giving and receiving of messages than just encoding, transmitting, and decoding. This deeper foundation concerns the way in which the society of both communicator and receiver is organized. He makes the point that we must realize the particular sociological foundations of our listeners if we are going to communicate in a way that can be understood. The words and concepts used within a given society designate certain mutually agreed upon realities and are expressive of both worldview and social organization. If we choose to communicate in words that are not a part of the normal concepts commonly understood by people, we make it very difficult for true communication to take place. Conversely, if we use words that already have a range of meaning within that society, then our listeners are going to naturally decode them and make meaning based on their understandings and not on the ones that we may intend.

I am arguing that in order to create a successful “environment” for communicating, we must be willing to take words that are used by Thai Buddhists as our starting point and accept the fact that there may be an initial gap between the biblical meaning and what they are understanding. The point is that we are already being “misunderstood” in our traditional presentation of the Gospel, and we seek to correct those misunderstandings through constant clarification and explanation. I am simply suggesting that by using terms and concepts that are familiar to local people as a starting point and investing them with new or intensified meaning, we can lessen the tendency for the message to feel completely foreign. At the same time, the ongoing process of clarification and explanation in dialogue must happen to move towards full biblical meaning.

**Entry Points for Sharing the Gospel**

The approach that I am taking for sharing the Gospel is based on the idea of a core “track” that provides a logical presentation of the message, modularity of concepts, and the use of illustrations to clarify each major point. The idea of modularity means that each of the major concepts about man, God, Christ, and faith that we share in a Gospel presentation can be compared to a self-contained unit with its own points and illustrations. Depending on where you engage a person you can begin with a different module, but the point is that there is always the “track” to get back on so that your listener has a connected line of thought rather than random chunks of information.
In order to get on to the “track” of Gospel content, it is necessary to find an entry point for beginning a conversation and securing permission to be able to share with another person. In this section I will look at two types of entry points that help open the door to share the basic content of the Gospel. I have observed that for many people, the hardest part in sharing the Christian faith with another person is not the actual content, but in finding an entry point into such a conversation. My contention is that entry points vary depending on the local context. What is meaningful in one place will not be meaningful in another. Typical starting points in Western contexts such as God’s plan for our lives, God’s love, and asking what happens after you die are meaningful there but not in the Thai context. The two major types of entry points that I have found to be most helpful concern the concept of the performance gap and common objections that Thais will have about the Christian faith.

The Performance Gap

It is my personal opinion that in most instances, it is best to start talking about man’s predicament before attempting to talk about God. As was noted in previous discussion, the average Thai is familiar with the *sil ha* (the five prohibitions) and with karma, and is probably involved in making merit (*tam bun*), both ritual and otherwise, that hopefully will help to improve this life or a future existence. On the other hand, he or she probably has little or no conception at all of a living, personal God. It is thus better to start with what is known in terms of their own human experience than to talk about God, which is an unknown concept. Joseph Cooke has pointed out that for most Thais, there is hardly ever a great sense of guilt because of wrongdoing. Their culture is oriented towards shame and not guilt. This is in part a consequence of the fact that the Thai Buddhist incurs guilt (in the legal sense of wrongdoing) only in one dimension—the manward side—since he has no belief in God. However, Cooke notes that in this single dimension, it is quite probable that those who take seriously the following of *sil ha* and other precepts, find themselves with a performance gap. In other words, the behavior that they are able to produce and what they want to produce, is not the same, creating a gap. What follows are several ways in which we can use this idea of the “performance gap” to open the door for sharing the Good News about Christ.

Starting with Suffering

Keeping in mind what Joseph Cooke has said in regard to the lack of a sense of guilt that the Thai have concerning wrongdoing, it seems that rather than trying to create a sense of wrongdoing, we should begin where they are, with an understanding of *dukkha* (Thai: *thuk*), which is suffering. By using one of the three key terms that mark human existence in Buddhism, we can zero in on what the Thai commonly understand and experience—the frustration, suffering and difficulties of life—and we can begin to steer them in the discussion to see that this *thuk* arises from problems that are with us, rather than external to us.

There are a number of ways of dealing with this area and illustrating it. Brasert Gusawadi has an excellent illustration about a tree and its fruit. A mango tree that produces sour-tasting fruit cannot change itself, but in order to get sweet fruit, we must obtain a variety or species that bears sweet fruit and plant those seeds. In other words, to solve man’s problem of the performance gap, we cannot change on our own but need the impartation of new life.

Starting with Karma and Ignorance

A missionary with the Overseas Missionary Fellowship has developed a Gospel presentation called “The Way to Freedom—The Way to a New Life,” which has a similar starting point of dealing with man’s problems. It looks at life in three concentric circles.
from family and friends out to the hostile spirit world. It characterizes life using two key terms which the Thai Buddhists are familiar with: avicha (Pali: avijja) and kam (Pali: kamma or karma). Here man is seen as locked in avicha (ignorance), and also reaping what he sows, which is the law of kam. This approach has much to commend it because it ties the human condition into two common key Thai word-concepts that also have a contact point in Scripture.

Another method that starts off from the concept of karma is to use the introductory two questions of the Evangelism Explosion presentation modified for people with a karmatic worldview. Rather than asking if one would go to heaven after they die, you ask if they would be liberated from the law of karma (pon jaak got haeng kam). The follow-up question is to ask how they think that people are able to be freed from their karma.

Starting with a Thai Proverb

Another place to begin from in dealing with the performance gap is to use the Thai proverb, kwamruthuamhuu aowtuamairaw. This means that though knowledge floods one’s head, he cannot use it to save himself. After setting the stage by showing how many problems occur both in society and personally, and by zeroing in on the listener’s own perceived difficulties, this proverb can be helpful in showing that, although we may possess lots of knowledge about what is right, we still cannot actually follow through on it and do it; we need power to act, not just knowledge. In this regard, the illustration of the man drowning and having someone try to teach him to swim and having another pull him out of the water is very helpful.51

Starting with a Common Saying on Good and Evil and the Desire Concept

Another possible place to begin in talking about man and his problems is to use the well-known phrase, thamdi diaidi thamchua daichua. This saying about the law of karma means, “do good, receive good; do evil, receive evil.” We can use Galatians 6:6–8 to show that this principle of retribution is one that God uses in governing the world. The question can be asked, what happens if you do both good and evil? What do you receive then? This draws upon the fact of their experience that no one consistently does good. At this point, I think it is permissible to use the word tanha (desire) or kileedtanha to speak of the sin principle in man rather than the word nuanang (flesh) as is used in the Thai Bible. Nuanang is two words meaning the flesh or skin (nua), and hide (nang) compounded together. Just as the English translation of the Greek sarx as “flesh” is not understood by a first-time reader of Scripture as referring to the sin principle inside of humanity, so is the case with nuanang. It has to be explained, and its meaning is made clear through its use in context. However, tanha is a religious word that is well-known, and the concept that we cling to life and commit acts of sin because of tanha is well-recognized by the common man. Thus in Galatians 6:8, we can show that because of tanha, we consistently do not do good and cannot break the cycle of karma in which we are caught. However, the text says that if we sow to the Spirit, we reap eternal life. This can become the bridge for showing how we can break out of tanha and karma. We need new life, life from God’s Spirit.

Common Objections as Entry Points

Apart from issues that relate to the performance gap, I have also discovered that the common objections one hears frequently relating to Christianity can become entry points for sharing the content of the Gospel. One lesson that I learned from my witnessing
encounters over the years is that in Thailand, before you can really share the message, you must first correct misunderstandings. There are a number of relatively “stock” phrases that represent some local beliefs about the relationship of Buddhism to the evangelism of the Christians. Rather than this being seen as a negative factor, it can serve as a bridge for entering into a conversation about the message of the Gospel. In this section, I examine four major objections and methods for answering them and moving on to share Christ.

“To be Thai is to be Buddhist”

There are a couple of ways of handling this concept. One is to note that the Thai were not always Buddhists, and that the religion traveled to their region. We explain that just as not all Americans are Christians, so not all Thais are solid practitioners of Buddhism. People are not simply born into their religion; they must choose to practice it on a daily basis.

“We must follow our ancestors”

Sometimes Thai believers are accused of selling their nationality. In a village setting, when something goes wrong the Christians will be blamed because they have left the path of the ancestors. I have dealt with this by trying to get people to think about how much change has been introduced into Thai society. Years ago there were no modern medicines, no school system, or vaccines. All of these are things that the Thais did not have in the past but have readily accepted them into their society because they bring some kind of benefit with them. Thais have had a remarkable adaptability, because if something seems beneficial to them they will take it and use it for the good of their country. You can make that point that the ancestors themselves changed and adopted new things and thus today, we of this age can do the same.

“I do not sin”

The first time I heard this objection, it stumped me. After thinking about it I found that the perfect illustration for dealing with this had to do with the concept of filial piety. This is where love, loyalty, and obedience must be expressed to one’s parents. I set up the following scenario, which is readily understood. I ask them to remember their parents who worked so hard to facilitate their education. Then I ask them how their parents would feel if they were to walk down the street, randomly pick out someone, and call them their parents and graabwai them (prostrate themselves and put their forehead to the ground and make the wai position with the hands to the forehead and then on the ground). This is shocking to a Thai, for whom showing filial piety and gratitude (katanyu) is so important. I then tell them that this is precisely what all of humankind has done. We have rejected God who is our maker and worshiped things that are created rather than the creator himself. We are akantanyu to the one who made us and this is the cardinal sin, to have other gods before him. So no matter how ethically moral our life is, if we have broken that commandment, we have sinned.

“All religions are equally good”

The best answer that I have ever heard to this dilemma comes from Pastor Wirachai Kowae. When someone tells him this he affirms that statement, but then goes on to make the following argument. Suppose you were out working or playing and got your face all dirty. When you come into the house you go to the mirror and it shows you the state of your face, how dirty it is. The mirror itself cannot help you. At this point, you need outside help to clean up. In the same way religion, like the mirror, cannot clean us up either. Religion will help to show the state of our heart, just as the mirror shows the state of our face. Trying to keep the commandments of any religion will reveal that we have trouble
doing so; the religion and the commandments show us the state of our hearts. However, just like the mirror, the religion itself cannot cleanse us from our sin. It takes help outside of us, from Jesus Christ, to be able to remove sin from our lives.

The Major Points of the Gospel

In this final section, I will examine the major points of the Gospel message and make suggestions as to both terms and illustrations that can help facilitate understanding, with a view towards building answers in advance to the kinds of objections that a Buddhist listener would have.

Concepts about Man’s Dilemma and the Problem of Sin

Many of the entry points for sharing the Gospel begin the discussion in light of the performance gap, the problem that people have between what they hold as an ideal and how they really live. Buddhism and its concept of suffering begins with man’s dilemma. I personally have found it most easy to engage Thais in talking about man’s problem using the fruit tree illustration of Brasert Gusawadi that was noted above. Wan Petchsongkram talks about the common word urahan, meaning “dishonesty,” as actually meaning “evil action.” When compounded, it can be used to speak of evil physical action, evil speech, and evil in the heart (gaayuturan, wajuturan, and manoturan, respectively).52

These words can be used in addition to baab to show concrete expressions of sin in our lives. In the fruit tree illustration, the sour fruit of our lives is expressed as evil physical actions, evil speech, and evil in our hearts. It all has its start in the seed, the sour species that produces sour fruit. Using tanha as previously mentioned to refer to something like the sin principle (biblical “flesh”), we can show that we commit evil deeds because from within we have a problem, the tanha problem, and that man is in desperate need of a change deep from within if he is to truly change his actions.

The advantage of using these starting points and then talking about man’s dilemma is that it can be done by connecting with a variety of terms and concepts such as karma, suffering, ignorance, or proverbs and sayings that are familiar to Thais. This has the effect of making people feel you are “talking their language” and understand where they are at, and it opens the door for further conversation.

Concepts about God

Once we have established that man indeed has a serious problem that stems from within, we can then set it in its larger context as being a separation from a real, living, personal God who made us and who is interested in our lives. Wan Petchsongkram notes that the question of God’s existence and the creation of the world are the key hurdles; people who can say yes to those two questions usually are much more willing to see Jesus Christ as the Son of God.53 This is a very difficult area, for we are moving from the known (man’s experience in the world) to the unknown and unseen. Tissa Weerasingha suggests that since “Buddhist doctrine does not deal with the issue of a First Cause,...the biblical doctrine of creation would fill a crucial cosmological deficiency.”54

One of the common objections about God being the creator is that the world is in such a sorry state that if someone did create the world, he must be awicha (ignorant), and a perpetrator of evil.55 When one does talk about God as creator, there must be an emphasis that what God made was good and whole, and that it was the entrance of sin through man’s disobedience that ruined things. Petchsongkram has a fascinating way of relating the Creation story in which he shows how both awicha and tanha sprang up in man’s heart and that this is the source of the world’s problems.56
Also, in dealing with arguments for the existence of God, it is good to be conversant with concepts and evidences that point to the existence of a creator. Dealing with the First Cause, the argument from design, and the argument from human personality and morality are all profitable ways to begin.

Due to the fact that in Buddhism the ultimate reality is impersonal, Joseph Cooke recommends that we stress the personhood of God, since this is one of the essential differences between Buddhism and Christianity. He suggests that this can be done by emphasizing the personhood of God in creation, using the realities of relationships in Thai society to develop analogies, and by demonstrating our own relationship with God. One way that I have found to talk with people about the personality of God as a starting point is to talk about the term *singsaksittanlaittusakanlok*, which refers to all the powerful sacred things in the universe. *Sings* carries the idea with it of a “thing” and I will remark that this concept is almost right, but there is actually a *phu* (a person) who is the Most High Sacred One. This often opens the door to discussing the nature of God and then other parts of the Gospel.

Once we have established that God exists, it is then necessary to talk about what he is like and to show that he is truly interested in us. This Good News is that God, whom we cannot see, has revealed himself to be a God who is interested in us, who has not thrown us away, and who wants to restore us to the fellowship with him that he intended us to have. In a Western presentation of the Gospel, these points are explained in terms of the love of God that brings us salvation. However, as noted above, the love of God can be a concept that is a stumbling block to an educated Buddhist, and the word used in the Bible and Christian circles for salvation, *kwanrawt*, does not carry much meaning for the average person. Fortunately, several other concepts can be used to convey these truths.

We can talk about the mercy and compassion of God using the term *metta*. This is a very high word in Buddhism, and can be translated as beneficence or grace. The word used for grace, *phrakan*, is also important. These words can be used and illustrated to show that even though we ruined our lives through sin, and even though we have turned our backs on the One who made us, he is still seeking us out and does not abandon us. Joseph Cooke notes that this theme of grace and love that does not abandon us even when it is awkward or inconvenient or when we fail to measure up, would most likely be very important to a Thai.

One illustration from Thai life that is helpful is the practice of the king’s releasing prisoners on special occasions. In the Thai language this is expressed as occurring *dey phrakan*, or “through the grace of the King.” We can show how through our own efforts at doing good and making merit we cannot get rid of our evil heart and evil actions, but God through his grace, even though we do not merit it, brings us release and forgiveness, just as the king releases prisoners who deserve to be in prison.

**Concepts about Salvation in Christ**

The idea of salvation from sin is essentially foreign in terms of the common terminology used in the Thai language. It is probably more fruitful to use the concept of being released from the cycle of karma and sin (*lutponjaakkamlaeabaab*). Another option would be to use the term *vimutti* (Thai: *vimutti*) in order to talk about salvation. Wan Petchsongkram notes that this Pali word means to “liberate or free” and could appropriately used of Christian salvation. However, in my experience, this word is not widely known by Thais; they have heard of it, but unless they have studied religion in some detail, they are prone not to know what it refers to right off. Since it is not well known or understood, it does not have much advantage over using the term *kwanrawt* (sacrifice) and explaining it.

When speaking of the substitutionary death of Jesus, it is necessary to emphasize the free and voluntary nature of his sacrifice
as we see in John 10:18. As noted above, there is a tendency to think that because Jesus died a violent death as a criminal, he must have had very bad karma in his past life. There must be positive teaching at this point and illustration of sacrificial acts that stem from a desire to help another. Alex Smith has pointed out a key historical story concerning the Thai queen Phraang Srisuriyothai. The substance of the story is that she disguised herself as a warrior to help her husband in the fight against the Burmese. As the Thai king was about to be killed in the battle, the queen rode her elephant between the two fighters and was killed, but her husband was spared. This type of true story, which illustrates vicarious sacrifice, can be helpful in conveying the meaning to the Thai listener who has no background in his religious beliefs for such an act.

In speaking of the death of Christ and using the terminology that his sacrifice enables us to be delivered from the effects of karma, we must also emphasize the broader scope that is included in his death and resurrection. This includes his victory over sin, over death, and over Satan and evil spirits. In this way, we can make practical applications to the actual place that people live in. Christ’s resurrection brings us power for living the new life, not the deadness of mere precepts and prohibitions, as good as they may be. It also frees us from the tyranny of death, and for the many who are tormented or afraid of evil spirits, Christ’s victory over the enemy and his power to cast out demons, is very important. In a similar vein, the inbreaking of God’s kingdom rule, which was inaugurated in the ministry of Jesus and which is carried on by his people, saw the demonstration of God’s mercy in miracles of healing. All of these aspects must be given in order to show that the victory Christ has purchased for us through his shed blood touches every area of our daily lives.

One question that the Gospel communicator is sure to face, when trying to explain about salvation by grace through faith and not through our works, concerns merit (bun). People are so accustomed to the merit/demerit system and the law of karma paying them back good for good and evil for evil, that the idea of being freed from the weight of our evil deeds without doing anything seems foreign. I have experimented to a degree with using the concept of merit transference as a way of conveying this idea. It has to do with explaining the idea of our being justified by faith through Christ’s death in the category of Jesus being our bun (merit).

The idea came to me while attending a Thai funeral. Prior to the cremation, there was a whole sequence of offering cloth that I did not understand. I asked a Thai friend sitting next to me what was happening and he said that it was making merit. Then the question became, making merit for whom? Was it for the person giving the cloth or to the deceased? He replied that the offerings of cloth were to make merit for the person who had died. I realized then that although Thais do not talk about the transference of merit commonly, they do believe in it and it is found in rituals like this. So I have tried using that concept in the following way.

I ask the question, “Why do you make merit?” The answer usually involves some concept of trying to gain merit for a better life both now and in the future. I then make the point that that bun, either through ritual or through good actions, is done for a reason, and therefore there is some ultimate direction that it points toward. At this point, I make the case for the fact that our own bun is simply not enough, because when we look closely at our lives we realize that we have more demerit (baab) than merit. In this way we can never, through our own actions, deeds, and bun, ever escape from our kam (karma), or make our way into heaven, or be accepted into fellowship with the God who made us.

The verse I use comes from the language of Paul in Ephesians and Colossians, where he says that in Christ we were made alive, even though formerly dead in trespasses and sins (Eph. 2:5; Col. 2:13). Jesus, who committed no sin, was a perfect sacrifice and has become bun for us. He has wiped out karma and delivered us from
death and made us pure in God’s eyes. We do not acquire his bun by our deeds but by trusting in him, and as we do so he transfers to us all the benefit of his bun.

It is obvious that the biblical term we are dealing with here is righteousness. The difficulty is that since there is no concept of God and sin that breaks a relationship with God, there is not a sense of need for righteousness. The forensic sense of justification developed by Paul is not a motivating factor for a Thai Buddhist. The issue of merit, on the other hand, is right at the front of the average person’s current thinking and experience, and it provides a starting point for talking about what Christ has done in his work on the cross. Further research needs to be done on this to see if explaining Christ’s work in terms of transference of merit will create understanding and build a bridge to grasp the biblical meaning of the cross and justification.

**Concepts about Man’s Response to God’s Gift**

We have looked at some possible ways to approach talking about man and his problem, about God and his character, and about the redeeming work of the Son, but man must make a response through faith if he is to enter into the blessings of a relationship with the living God. I want to make two suggestions for this area. The first concerns the use of vocabulary in explaining the concept of faith.

In the Bible, saving faith has cognitive, emotional, and volitional elements. This can and should be explained in Thai. However, I have noticed that there are a number of words which express the idea of believing in the verb form and faith in the noun form: chua, sattha, luamsai, and waiwangjai. More detailed study could reveal that, in terms of their current usage, one of these words could fit the idea of volitional commitment better than mere cognitive belief in the facts. As an instance of this, I have heard people, when referring to losing a sense of faith and trust in another because of their poor behavior or example, to say that they are “mot sattha” and not “mot kwamchua.” Perhaps chua is the broader term that includes and emphasizes cognitive assent, and sattha carries more of the idea of trusting or giving yourself to another. Further research in this area may open up a new way to communicate the fullness of saving faith.

I have heard some bemoan the fact that in Thai there is no clear word for commitment, thus making it difficult to express the concept of “commitment to Christ,” which we use so frequently in English. However, I do not view this as much of a problem on two grounds. The first is that we do not find the word “commitment” in the New Testament, but rather the concept, stated and illustrated in many different ways. We should seek to develop these biblical categories that include the Synoptic Gospels and leave our sole reliance on John’s language of belief in order to get a broader and more accurate picture of what it means to follow Christ. The second reason is that there are other phrases like mawbhai (to give oneself over), and jannon (to surrender) that can be used to convey the concept in Thai without having to have a word that specifically means commitment in the English sense.

In talking about saving faith, it is not enough to use correct vocabulary; we also must talk about the practical development of the life of faith. It is often difficult for people who are so indoctrinated into the works concept found in the merit and karma system to conceive of living a life “free from the Law,” so to speak. They often feel that if there is no compelling reason to do good, then why should you do it? Hearing about salvation by grace through faith raises the same line of questioning that Paul addresses in Romans 6, and the Thai is prone to think that it is all “too easy.”

However, I think there is a helpful analogy to be found in the thinking of Thais as it relates to respect for and gratitude towards parents. Showing gratitude to a parent (jaikatanjua) is very important, and the child who does not show gratitude by sending
money and taking care of his parents as they grow older is looked down upon. Our parents have sacrificed for us, and we should sacrifice for them. We can use this concept to great benefit when talking about the practical outworking of the Christian life. We are saved and delivered by grace (*phrakhuang*), but we are to live our Christian life by showing gratitude to our heavenly Father (*doy sadang jai katanjui*). He has sacrificed his own Son that we might be restored to fellowship with him, and it is our duty to show gratitude by living our lives to please him.

**Conclusion**

The preceding material has made it clear that there is no one “right” way to share the Gospel to Thai people, and that the reasons for the slow response of the Thai over the many decades are multiple and complex. In my opinion, the contextualization of the message is a critical and overlooked element in bringing Thai people to respond to the Gospel. However, I want to acknowledge that it is a part of a complex of several important elements that I believe must be brought together to effectively present Christ to the Thai people.

One of the major elements has to do with our presuppositions about communicating the Gospel. I believe that we will be more effective if we move towards dialogue and a sense of process rather than emphasizing a point-in-time decision where people have not really been able to assess the implications of a decision to follow Christ. A second set of elements concerns methodology. Two of the critical components here are putting discussion of the Christian life and discipleship upfront so that the listener can have some idea of what life as a follower of Christ will look like, and making room for God’s power in the witnessing relationship. Bringing prayer for a person into the encounter opens the door for God to reveal himself in some way through healing or answer to a felt need. Finally, there are important structural issues about the way we “do church” that must be addressed. The Gospel message is put in context through relationships, and I believe there needs to be a rethinking of how to structure church life so that believers can spend quality time with people in their personal networks, so that they can have a base of trust from which to talk about Christ.

The material presented in this paper is a work in progress. It has grown out of reading and interacting with others who have approached this subject and from many personal experiences in attempting to share the Gospel in one-on-one and small-group contexts for over 16 years. The act of thinking through these issues highlights the need for further research to answer the many questions that grow out of this line of inquiry. It is my hope that the material here will be able to receive thorough examination and criticism from both missionaries and Thais, and lead to the development of helpful tools to use and pass on to others as we work together in endeavoring to bring the Gospel message to the Thai people.
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Chapter 9

The Ritual of Reconciliation in Thai Culture: Discipling New Converts

Ubolwan Mejudhon

Introduction

A Thai pastor complains, “When our church gets one weak Christian, we get two hundred strong enemies from the new convert’s social networks.”

What this Thai pastor says is a plain fact. In Thailand, a Thai becomes a Christian in secret. The church and the seeker do not let the parents know about the searching, being afraid that the parents will stop the seeker from attending the church. Then, one day, out of the blue, their son or daughter announces his or her conversion to Christ. Having no emotional shock absorber, the parents are enraged. The conversion brings shame to them. The neighbors gossip that they did not bring their child up well. The convert challenges their authority by making an important decision without acknowledging...